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CIVIL JUDGMENTS ENFORCEMENT BILL 2003 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 30 June. 

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [5.21 pm]:  Before the House went into recess for a few weeks I 
spoke about some correspondence I received from the Bunbury Local Court Bailiff, Mr Allen Mitchell.  He 
raised two significant issues, which I touched on earlier but will elaborate on now.  One issue is his concern 
about the powers of entry, which are covered in clauses are 75, 81 and 96 of the Bill.  I have looked at the 
clauses in some detail and I concur with his concern that the powers are unprecedented.  However, they are 
qualified in that the power to enter premises is referred to in clause 81(1) as “using any force and assistance that 
is reasonably necessary in the circumstances”.  I note that the Bill states that the Sheriff must have made 
attempts to obtain consent from the owner of the dwelling to enter and take property before moving to a forcible 
entry.  I put on record that the Greens (WA) have an ongoing concern about powers of entry that seem to be 
sprinkled throughout a number of Bills we have seen in this place.  Exceptional police powers come to mind.  
Concerns about the power to forcibly enter property are warranted.  In his letter to me, Mr Mitchell states - 

I have not had the power of entry right and don’t believe it has been necessary. 

That is a comment from a bailiff with over 20 years’ experience.  The provisions, when looked at in connection 
with the second matter raised by civilian bailiffs - that is, that this Bill will remove indemnity for civilian bailiffs 
- appear to empower bailiffs to have more powers of forcible entry.  It is more likely to put them in confrontation 
with the owner or occupier of a dwelling.  At the same time, it will remove their indemnity.  That is problematic.  
I note that there is an amendment in the name of Hon Barry House on the supplementary notice paper to address 
that concern of the bailiffs.  It is an amendment that I would be happy to support.  Those are the only points I 
wish to raise about this Bill. 

I refer to a second letter I received from Mr Mitchell dated 29 April 2004.  He refers to some correspondence 
with the Attorney General about indemnity.  He pressed his case for an amendment.  It is worth reading the 
Attorney General’s response to Mr Mitchell, of which I have a copy.  The letter is dated 19 April 2004 and 
states - 

Dear Mr Mitchell 

Thank you for your letter dated 31 March 2004 concerning clause 111 of the Civil Judgment 
Enforcement Bill 2003 (WA), which relates to protection from liability for the Sheriffs and bailiffs who 
are police officers. 

I acknowledge that the provisions of clause 111 are a departure from the existing provisions contained 
in section 26 of the Local Courts Act 1904 (WA).  You correctly note that the clause does not extend 
protection to private civilian bailiffs and their assistants, as the acceptance of liability will be part of 
their contract for services. 

In the course of developing legislation, it is a requirement that National Competition Policy (NCP) 
principles are considered and in 1998 the Department of Justice received independent advice on NCP 
implications with respect to this Bill. 

The consultant’s report, of which I am informed you were made aware, contained the following 
assessment and recommendation: 

“As bailiffs of last resort it is considered that police officers be granted immunity from civil 
liability under the new Act and that they incur no liability in tort for any act or omission in the 
course of carrying out bailiff related duties.  However, it is not considered appropriate for 
civilian bailiffs to be protected from being liable for inappropriate actions and not performing 
their duties with sufficient duty of care and responsibility.  As any private sector business they 
should bear the risk and be responsible for their actions (or inactions) and should protect 
themselves through appropriate insurance. 

“Recommendation 

That only police officers performing bailiff duties be indemnified from civil liability and that 
civilian bailiffs should bear the risk of inappropriate actions and should undertake the 
necessary precaution through appropriate insurance.” 

The Greens (WA) have an ongoing problem with national competition policy anyway.  Concerning the particular 
defence of the amendment it seems to me that it is introducing unfair competition because we have a situation in 
which the police are indemnified.  In fact, police operating in a private capacity are also indemnified but the 20 
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or so private civilian bailiffs are not.  I would argue that that in itself is anticompetitive because it is giving an 
unfair advantage to police officers, particularly those who are working outside police hours in the capacity of a 
bailiff.  They receive indemnity whereas the men and women who run it as a business do not. 

Hon Peter Foss interjected. 

Hon GIZ WATSON:  That is right; they are.  However, they are still receiving indemnity.  As I understand it, 
that indemnity is not limited strictly to the time that they are being paid as a police officer. 
Hon Peter Foss:  Or when they are doing it as a bailiff of last resort. 
Hon GIZ WATSON:  Yes. 
Hon Nick Griffiths:  You referred to the amendment on the supplementary notice paper under the name of Hon 
Barry House.  No doubt we will discuss this further in committee; however, I have caused a number of 
amendments to be placed on the notice paper, including one that seeks to address this issue by maintaining the 
status quo for civilian bailiffs. 
Hon GIZ WATSON:  Is that on supplementary notice paper issue No 3? 
Hon Nick Griffiths:  The last supplementary notice paper that has been issued.  That is the intent. 
Hon Peter Foss:  I have another suggestion. 
Hon GIZ WATSON:  Maybe we should debate this in committee.  They are the two points that I wanted to make 
about this Bill.  I will not press amendments regarding the powers to enter property, but I want to put on the 
record that it seems heavy-handed.  I note that some steps must be followed before the power of entry can be 
used.  However, it is of concern to me that we are putting a lot of these provisions into various Acts.  I believe 
that we need to be much more judicious in thinking about other ways in which we can achieve outcomes, 
without resorting to smashing down doors.  I look forward to debating at the committee stage the specific issue 
of indemnity. 

HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [5.31 pm]:  The previous speaker has covered most of the ground that I 
wanted to cover.  However, I want to briefly present the case, as best I can, for some minor changes to the 
legislation to protect the role of commercial bailiffs.  I am encouraged by the interjection from the minister that 
indicated that the Government has taken some of these on board.   
I am not a lawyer, and I do not pretend to have anything like the legal eminence of people such as Hon Peter 
Foss and Hon Nick Griffiths in this Chamber.  However, to me, commercial bailiffs are very valuable people in 
our community who perform a very important role.  I understand that there are 10 of them in this State, based in 
Bunbury, Albany, Geraldton, Kalgoorlie, Rockingham, Fremantle, the northern suburbs, Perth, Midland and 
Maddington.  I have had most of my contact with the Bunbury bailiff, Mr Allen Mitchell.  He has provided me 
with the same correspondence that was referred to by Hon Giz Watson.  I will not dwell on the section relating to 
clause 81, which deals with power of entry.  However, I believe it is worth dwelling on the issue involving 
indemnity, because, similar to the previous speaker, I see an inequity there.  Hopefully, the minister will 
convince me that it has been acknowledged and will be covered. 
Under the legislation as it has been presented, the current indemnity for bailiffs is at risk, as I understand it.  In 
the notes provided to me by Mr Mitchell, he states that bailiffs, as we know, are appointed to carry out the orders 
of the court, to execute warrants and to serve court processes.  They are often required to seize goods under 
warrant, enter properties to remove goods, cause the sale of goods, arrest debtors on bench warrants, arrest 
debtors under orders of commitment and lodge them at a prison, cause the sale of homes, and evict residents 
under warrants of possession.   
Under section 26 of the current Local Courts Act, an indemnity protects the bailiff.  That is changed under the 
Courts Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2003.  Under clause 147(1)(c), existing bailiffs appointed under 
section 16 of the Local Courts Act will be terminated.  An existing bailiff, on commencement of the Courts 
Legislation Amendment and Repeal Act 2003, will be entitled to be appointed a bailiff under clause 107 of the 
legislation with which we are dealing now, the Civil Judgments Enforcement Bill 2003, for a two-year 
transitional period only.  With the passing of the Civil Judgments Enforcement Bill, bailiffs will be appointed 
under contract, and as such will no longer receive indemnity.  It seems illogical, with the introduction of laws 
enabling forced entry into debtors’ property, and the animosity that may result from such action, plus the 
continued requirement to seize goods, evict people, arrest people and remove goods, that the same protection 
will not be given to contract bailiffs as will be afforded to the sheriff, public servants and police bailiffs acting in 
exactly the same capacity as we have just heard.  I understand that for some police it is quite a lucrative business 
to act as a bailiff.  They create for themselves a lucrative private business performing the functions of a bailiff.  
However, they are still afforded the protection of policemen.   
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Under this Bill, bailiffs will be required to act under the direction of the sheriff.  This could possibly lead to a 
situation in which the sheriff instructs a bailiff to forcibly enter a property to effect a warrant under clauses 75, 
81 and 96.  If in the process something untoward occurs and the debtor decides to take action against the bailiff 
concerned, no protection will be provided for the bailiff.  As a parallel situation, at present protection from 
liability for wrongdoing is provided under section 107 of the Fines, Penalties and Infringement Notices 
Enforcement Act 1994.  Protection is given to a person for anything that the person has done, in good faith, in 
the performance or purported performance of a function under that Act.  Under this legislation, contractors - 
Repcol Austwide (WA) was apparently the last contractor - will execute court processes for the sheriff.  The 
question posed is: why is it not possible for the status quo to remain?   
If no changes are made, bailiffs will be required to take out their own professional indemnity insurance to remain 
in their business.  We know that these days professional indemnity insurance rates have literally gone through 
the roof, and they will probably be prohibitive, therefore making them no longer viable.   

I will give an example of how the proposed system will work to the disadvantage of these bailiffs.  They may be 
asked to enforce a court order - I believe Hon Peter Foss’s words were that they will be doing what they were 
told to do by the court - and the court order may instruct them to go to an address such as 1 Blogg Street.  They 
might front up to 1 Blogg Street, but, unbeknown to them, 1 Blogg Street might be a duplex, 1A and 1B.  They 
might go to 1A and knock down the door, force entry and cause some damage, only to find that that is not the 
premises to which they were sent by the court.  In a sense, it is not really their fault. 

Hon Peter Foss:  It is.  If it is obviously a duplex, they should not break in there, whether or not they have 
indemnity.  It is a good reason to not give them indemnity. 

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  It is possible that duplex 1B may not be visible.  It might be tucked around a corner or 
something like that.  It is possible that the court might get the address wrong in some cases too, and if they are 
liable for  - 
Hon Peter Foss:  If the court gets the address wrong, it is the court’s fault.  They would not be liable in that 
situation. 

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  Quite frankly, I do not believe the legislation is clear in this case.  The concern of the 
bailiffs is that they will be liable.  A few years ago a fines enforcement regime was introduced in this State.  At 
that time, the bailiffs were very concerned about some of the provisions that would impact on their business.  As 
a non-legal person trying to understand this profession, there seemed to be a concerted effort by the sheriffs, 
even a campaign, to sideline the bailiffs.  The minister can correct me if I am wrong, but this legislation in its 
current form seems to be an extension of that campaign.  From what I have heard from Hon Peter Foss and Hon 
Nick Griffiths, they agree with the sentiment expressed by Hon Giz Watson and me.  I sincerely hope that -  
Hon Nick Griffiths:  There are several differences but I will let Hon Peter Foss speak for himself when we get to 
the clause in committee.  I don’t think he and I agree, and I know you and he disagree from what he said -  

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  It seems we have a three-way tussle.   
Hon Nick Griffiths:  We might have a four-way tussle.  Who knows what’s going to happen.   

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  It obviously will be interesting when we get to the committee stage of the Bill.  
However, the bottom line is that I am concerned for the 10 local bailiffs in Western Australia who perform a 
very important duty in the scheme of things.  They are very reputable and credible people and it is simply not 
fair if the legislation undermines their indemnity and they are forced to carry out work on a playing field that is 
not level with that of other participants doing exactly the same work.  That is how I understand the situation, and 
the amendments I have moved will address that.  If I can be convinced otherwise by the minister in his response, 
then so be it.  However, at the end of the committee stage of this legislation I certainly want there to be suitable 
protection for the commercial bailiffs in the State. 

HON NICK GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Housing and Works) [5.41 pm]:  I thank each of the 
three members who have spoken on the Bill - Hon Peter Foss, Hon Giz Watson and Hon Barry House - for their 
overall support.  A number of issues were raised.  Hon Barry House added weight to the observations of Hon Giz 
Watson on the operation of bailiffs.  Hon Giz Watson commenced her observations before the break and her 
speech followed on from that of Hon Peter Foss.  Hon Peter Foss raised a number of issues and gave an historic 
insight into how these matters have developed over the centuries.  By way of an interjection that was not unruly, 
Hon Barry House raised the bailiff issue and also, prior to the break, caused amendments to be placed on the 
supplementary notice paper in relation to his concern about these matters.  As a result of those contributions, 
further consideration has been given to the legislation.  The Government is proposing to deal with the issues 
raised by moving a number of amendments in committee, which I trust in due course will satisfy the House on 
most, if not all, of the matters raised.  The contributions pointed to a number of problems that, on reflection, need 
to be addressed.  The speeches given were considered, so I will make reference to them in some detail, rather 
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than just say that consideration has been given to them, and we will try to address some of them by way of the 
committee process.   

I will refer to the issues in the order in which they appear in the Bill.  An issue was raised with regard to the 
Family Court and the Bill applying to judgments made in the civil jurisdiction of the Supreme, District or 
Magistrates Courts.  Following the observations of Hon Peter Foss, the matter was further considered and advice 
has been confirmed that the enforcement processes of the Family Court have recently been amended to 
overcome what were considered to be perceived deficiencies, and those changes are consistent with the changes 
made in other States.  In particular, court officers can be appointed to execute documents when a party does not 
comply with orders.  The court now has a procedure similar to a means inquiry and its own form of warrant of 
execution.  Although the jurisdiction of the Family Court substantially deals with federal matters, there is a very 
strong state component with which we are all familiar.  Noting the Family Court’s federal component, the policy 
imperative is that it be consistent with the procedures in other Australian jurisdictions.   
Hon Peter Foss made a number of observations about the proposed suspension order.  The observations were in 
the context of the current position when obtaining a stay of execution and this proposed suspension order.  As a 
result of those concerns being raised, the matter has been given further consideration.  The points raised were of 
a substantial nature.  When the observations were made I felt uncomfortable with the wording in the Bill, and my 
discomfort was raised and has been reflected upon.  I trust that the amendments to be proposed at the committee 
stage will allay the very proper concerns that were raised.  I am particularly mindful of the effect of the relevant 
provision in the commonwealth Bankruptcy Act.  We want our laws that deal with the enforcement of judgments 
to operate in a way that is consistent with the way these matters operate, particularly with regard to bankruptcy.  
I trust that the wording of the amendment will deal with the points raised, to provide what will amount to a stay 
of execution.  Although the language of suspension continues to be used, the meaning will essentially be, if the 
Committee agrees, one of a stay of execution.   

Hon Peter Foss went into some detail with respect to some clauses.  Without breaching standing orders - I am not 
suggesting Hon Peter Foss has breached standing orders - I will make the point by referring to some clauses.  
Hon Peter Foss referred to clause 18(2), which provides that an earnings appropriation order can be made only 
against a natural person and not against a partnership or corporation.  The rationale for that is that an employer-
employee relationship should be in existence for an earnings appropriation order to be made, as there is an 
obligation on the employer to pay earnings income to a judgment debtor.  There are multiple types of 
enforcement orders.  Some types of enforcement order are suitable to some situations but others are not.  The 
point has been put to me that although the income of an individual derived under a partnership interest is not 
subject to an earnings appropriation order, it can be considered as income - as distinct from the expression 
“earnings” in the Bill - by the court at a means inquiry and can lead to the making of a time-for-payment order or 
an instalment order.  Again, clause 14 makes provision for the enforcement of a judgment against a partnership.   

Hon Peter Foss raised concerns about the operation of clause 22, which provides that there can be only one 
enforcement order made in a judgment at one time.  Further consideration has been given to that matter.  I 
propose in committee to move an amendment that will state the circumstances in which it will be appropriate for 
more than one enforcement order to be made against a judgment debtor in the same judgment.  That concern, 
therefore, will be addressed.  I will argue that the amendment will maintain appropriate safeguards to prevent 
unreasonable obligations being placed on a judgment debtor.   

Hon Peter Foss made a very significant contribution on the judgment summons procedure.  He told the House of 
his experiences in that regard and reminded me of mine.  I hasten to assure the House that our experiences were 
involved in asking, not answering, questions.  It is fair to say that it has been a long time since he or I have had 
any practical experience in “JS” procedures, as the honourable member accurately referred to them and as he and 
I came to understand them.  However, the law has changed from what it was prior to 1978.  It is correct to say 
that the judgment summary procedure was a one-step procedure.  However, the law commenced to move in 1978 
and moved again in 1993, albeit by way of District Court judgments.  Two decisions of the District Court found 
that local courts must consider a debtor’s means to pay the whole of a judgment debt, as opposed to the debtor’s 
ability to pay instalments.  In many instances the impact of these decisions on local courts meant that two 
judgment summons hearings were required.  I am advised that at the first hearing the court would make an order 
for payment by instalments but would not order a default; that is, a period of imprisonment if the instalment was 
not made.  A second summons would therefore issue if there were a failure to pay the instalments.  Following the 
issue of the second summons, a further re-examination of the debtor would take place and then default would be 
ordered if the circumstances warranted it.  The new procedures under the Bill provide for a means inquiry that 
will lead to the making of an immediate payment or instalment order.  The two-step process that takes place now 
will, therefore, in effect, continue.  It is considered that in the majority of cases a creditor or debtor would attend 
only one examination - the means inquiry - but if the order made as a result of the inquiry is flouted, a default by 
way of imprisonment could be imposed at a second hearing.  The provisions proposed in the Bill, therefore, are 
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very similar to the current status quo.  The means inquiry procedure essentially implements a number of 
recommendations of the Law Reform Commission’s report, handed down some nine years ago, on the 
enforcement of judgments in local courts. 

Clause 35 deals with earnings appropriation orders.  Hon Peter Foss again raised concerns that the Government 
has reflected upon and proposes to address.  I will refer briefly to those concerns.  There could be circumstances 
in which a judgment debtor has the capacity to pay more than 10 per cent.  The anomaly that exists as an 
instalment order, which is a prerequisite to an earnings appropriation order, could be made for an amount that 
equates to a substantially greater percentage than 10 per cent; yet if the judgment debtor defaulted in payment of 
the instalment order, a subsequent earnings appropriation order would be restricted to 10 per cent of earnings.  
On reflection that is not a good provision and it is therefore proposed to meet that matter that was raised by Hon 
Peter Foss.  Hon Peter Foss raised quite a few matters, but so be it. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I will continue to address a number of issues raised by members who spoke before I 
commenced my remarks, particularly those raised by Hon Peter Foss.  As I had mentioned, some of the issues 
are proposed to be dealt with by amendment if and when we reach the committee stage of the Bill.  Hon Peter 
Foss inquired about the operation of clause 71 and property being registered under the Transfer of Land Act.  He 
observed that subclause (2) excludes a saleable interest that is registered under the Transfer of Land Act.  The 
reason for that is that section 133 of the Transfer of Land Act sets up its own regime for the recognition of third 
party interests.  Any sale by the sheriff is subject to third party interests registered before the sale, admitted by a 
judgment creditor or upheld by a court in interpleader proceedings.  Any sale by the sheriff is also subject to the 
rights of a bona fide purchaser of property under seizure who had no knowledge that the sheriff was in receipt of 
a property seizure and sale order.   
Hon Peter Foss:  And particular legislation has priority over the general legislation, even though it is later? 
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Yes.  The Transfer of Land Act applies.  In respect of clause 80, Hon Peter Foss 
sought a view about what would occur if a sale occurred and the mortgagee still had the right to be paid under 
the mortgage, a right of sale and a right of foreclosure, to the extent that the right was available.  Subclause (2) 
seeks to provide that a seizure and sale order extends to land in which the debtor has a saleable interest, 
irrespective of whether or not it is registered under the Transfer of Land Act 1893, and entitles the sheriff to sell 
the debtor’s saleable interest in the land.  This provision is similar to section 119 of the Supreme Court Act.  
Subclause (3) provides that the sheriff can seize or sell the debtor’s interest, even if that interest is held jointly or 
in common with others.  Again, that is similar to existing provisions contained in the Supreme Court Act.  It is 
the debtor’s interest in the property that is being sold and the rights of prior mortgagees are not affected.  The 
purpose of the exercise is to deal with the debt.  In a normal sale situation when a purchaser buys an entire asset 
or property and prior encumbrances are discharged at settlement, the sheriff can sell only the interest that the 
debtor has in the property.  In the case of real property the sheriff estimates a value and deducts from that 
estimation the value of all other interests that could be in the nature of claims, caveats and mortgages, along with 
priority charges such as outstanding land tax and water rates.  The debtor’s interest, which the sheriff offers for 
sale, is the estimated total property value less the value of other recognised interests and charges on the property 
having priority to the property order that has been registered against the title. 
I was asked to confirm that if a person gets an order for the sale of property, it could be for the sale of 50 pieces 
of property.  I think that was the question that was put.  There is no restriction on the number of pieces of 
property that can be seized under a property seizure and sale order against land.  In fact, that is the current 
situation with a writ of fi. fa. or a warrant of execution.  As I recall and as I understand it, a writ or a warrant can 
be taken against a number of pieces of land.   
Hon Peter Foss:  You can have a schedule that has any of them.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Yes.  The next issue raised was that of civilian bailiffs.  This matter has been 
canvassed by Hon Barry House and Hon Giz Watson, as well as Hon Peter Foss.  In fact, Hon Peter Foss made 
observations on what Hon Barry House was about to say and did say.  I think he took note of something on a 
supplementary notice paper.  However, I think we have gone some way into that debate and we will advance that 
debate to a greater degree during the committee stage.  There is no meeting of minds between Hon Peter Foss 
and me on that issue at this stage.  There may be a meeting of minds with some other members.  There is a 
combination of views.  It will be a fruitful exercise to thrash that out during the committee stage.  I understand 
that there are a number of propositions.  If the committee decides to go down that path, we might debate the 
virtues and vices of the respective propositions, and then we will know where we stand.  I foreshadowed by way 
of an interjection, which I trust was not too unruly, that further reflection had been given to the issue by the 
Government.  As a result, I have caused a proposed amendment to be placed on the supplementary notice paper.  
The position essentially is fluid and we will see where debate takes us at that stage.   
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Hon Peter Foss raised the issue of discretionary trusts in the context of clause 85.  My view is that Hon Peter 
Foss was correct when he said that an available asset would not include a right to be a beneficiary under a 
discretionary trust.  I listened to the proposition and I came to that view.  If the member reads Hansard, he will 
find that I did not disclose it but I gave an indication.  The issue, having been raised, has been given further 
consideration.  Essentially, consideration was given to whether it was appropriate and practical to include a right 
to be a beneficiary under a discretionary trust.  The nature of a discretionary trust is discretionary.  There is no 
obligation - 
Hon Peter Foss:  The problem is when it is actually paid.  That is the difficulty.  The right to be paid comes when 
the determination is made by the trustee.  There is a fraction of a second between the money being determined 
and being paid.  At that stage, it is flitted across to the debtor and may very well be beyond easy reach.  
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I understand the point that is being made and I exchanged some words with the 
member at the time about the example he raised of the gentleman in Switzerland.  In the end, one looks at the 
nature of the discretionary trust and the practicality and makes a judgment call.  It leaves the door open for an 
injustice.   
Hon Peter Foss:  It relates to the Bill of sequestration.  They got rid of the Bill of sequestration and I had 
problems with their getting rid of that because I think that is the only way in which that can be picked up.  You 
sequester their right to receive it and, of course, if it does turn up, it is yours.   
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  The matter has been given further consideration.  I understand the point.  
Notwithstanding the point that has been made, and given the nature of the discretionary trust and the lack of 
obligation to pay, the Government’s position is that it does not propose to move any amendments to clause 85. 
Hon Peter Foss:  I had the same problem when I was Attorney General getting them to understand equitable 
sequestration.  They did not seem to understand it.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  The point has been made.  The matter has been given further consideration.  I did what 
I could to have that course of action undertaken.  Notwithstanding the debate that has been entered into in the 
House and the discussions that have occurred within government subsequently, I am here presenting the 
Government’s position and we do not propose to move on that issue.   

Hon Peter Foss:  The day that the Department of Justice and Crown Law understand equity will be a great day.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Great days are always lovely things and I look forward to them.  I trust that the House 
will note that reflection has taken place on the issues raised by members, and the Government has moved in a 
number of areas to accommodate the very well-founded views expressed by honourable members by placing 
amendments on the supplementary notice paper.  I commend the Bill to the House.   

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time. 

Committee 

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Simon O’Brien) in the Chair; Hon Nick Griffiths (Minister for 
Housing and Works) in charge of the Bill. 

Clause 1:  Short title -  
Hon PETER FOSS:  As I mentioned earlier, essentially the Opposition supports the Bill.  I think some of the 
problems are very strongly structural in the sense that there is far too much detail.  Obviously I do not intend to 
try to fix that because I do not think that can be adequately fixed during the committee stage.  I will raise some 
of the other problems, but I do not intend to speak on them at length because I spoke on them during the second 
reading stage and we are keen to see this Bill go through.  Although it has a number of faults, nonetheless it has 
the merit of being a nice central repository for all the enforcement judgments.  Ultimately, it will come back and 
be amended.  It may even be replaced at some stage in the light of experience.  The best thing to do is to pick up 
any glaring errors on the way through.  On the whole we will try to expedite the Bill’s passage through the 
committee stage, even though we have serious doubts about some of the drafting.  I do not think it is practical to 
try to fix it.  Most of the items that I have raised I will not raise again in committee.   

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 2 to 8 put and passed. 

Clause 9:  Applying to a court under this Act - 
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I have placed a number of amendments on the supplementary notice paper dealing 
with clause 9 and will make reference to them before I move them.  Clause 9 refers to the making of regulations 
relating to procedural matters.  The amendments on the supplementary notice paper seek to have those matters 
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dealt with by way of the rules of a court, rather than a regulation power.  That is considered to be more in 
keeping with the practice that has grown up over time.  I move -  

Page 9, line 13 - To delete “The regulations” and insert instead “Rules of court made by a court referred 
to in section 5”. 

Page 9, line 14 - To delete “a” and insert instead “the”. 

Page 9, line 16 - To delete “regulations” and insert instead “rules”. 

Amendments put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clauses 10 to 14 put and passed. 

Clause 15:  Suspension order - 
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I have caused a number of amendments to be placed on the supplementary notice 
paper.  I note that Hon Peter Foss has also circulated some proposed amendments to this clause.  I move -  

Page 13, line 3 - To insert after “Suspending” - 

the enforcement of 
I will speak to this amendment, but will also touch on what the other amendments seek to do.  That will assist the 
committee in determining whether it goes with my proposal or with Hon Peter Foss’s proposal.   

Hon PETER FOSS:  I am still a bit concerned about the word “suspending”.  The standard word in this case is 
“staying”.  There is a difference between suspending and staying.  If one suspends something, it is placed up in 
the air as though it does not have any force or effect during the period that it is suspended.  Staying, on the other 
hand, is rather like putting on the brakes.  It is not like turning off the motor.  The enforcement process is still 
there in full force and effect; one is just not allowed to drive anywhere with it.  If the term “staying the 
judgment” were used, which is the current word and which has a different concept, it would be far fairer.  I am 
still very concerned about the effect of suspending a judgment.  While it is suspended it is not a judgment.  
While it is stayed it is a judgment; one just cannot stay the execution.  Why are we staying judgment?  Why are 
we doing this to judgments rather than executing them?  I understand why execution has been included, but why 
does the Government want to suspend the judgment?  Admittedly the Government is now saying that it is 
suspending the enforcement, but why can we not use the word “stay”, which just means to stop?  I would be a lot 
happier with all of this if it had the concept of staying the enforcement of judgments.  If that occurred, some of 
my objections would disappear.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  The difficulty complained of by Hon Peter Foss is dealt with in the wording of the 
amendments.  The honourable member is now drawing to the attention of the Committee his preference for the 
word “staying” rather than the word “suspending”.  He quite properly asks why we are moving away from the 
time-honoured word “staying” to the proposed word “suspending”.  I have gone some way towards addressing 
the substantive issue, if not all the way.  The drafters were asked to look at the matter again and they have done 
that.  On the basis of what has been provided to me, I can say that it is a matter of fashion; it is considered to be a 
more contemporary word than the word Hon Peter Foss advances.  That is the frank answer.  It is considered by 
the Government’s advisers to be a word that is more readily understood.  It is considered to be more modern.  
There is a substantive point if the Bill remains as it is.  However, if the amendments that I propose are agreeable 
to the Committee, the difficulty does not arise, although there remains a difference of opinion about whether we 
should use one word or the other.   

Hon PETER FOSS:  If we wanted a contemporary word, I would have said that we should use the word 
“stopping”.  It is more than merely a matter of preferring an old-fashioned word to a modern word.  I agree that 
we no longer have signs on the side of the road that say “no standing”; they now say “no stopping”.  It is an 
admirable change.  The expression “no standing” always leaves people extremely confused.  If they were 
confused by the word “stay” instead of the word “stop”, I would not have a problem with that either.  This 
provision will stop the enforcement and will not go much further.  That is what the minister intends anyway; in 
other words, as far as he is concerned, we are stopping the enforcement of judgments.  The word used happens to 
be “suspend”, but, as the minister has said, we are suspending the enforcement and not the judgment.  I can 
certainly see that we have gone a long way by doing that.  However, is the effect not that one cannot proceed on 
a particular action?  It is not that it is a nullity for that period of time; it is just that it cannot be proceeded on.  I 
believe that “suspend” is the wrong word.  If the minister is trying to stop it, that is the word I would prefer, 
especially if we want to be contemporary. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  May I draw the Committee’s attention to my amendment No 10/16, which I think puts 
the matter beyond doubt?  It is to insert a new subclause in the next clause.   
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Hon Peter Foss:  That is when we get back to what it really means. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Sometimes it is necessary.  We are dealing with clause 15 at the moment, but if we 
take clauses 15 and 16 as a whole and look at the amendments that the Government seeks to move, we will have 
dealt with the issue that the member raised during the second reading debate. 
Hon Peter Foss:  I am satisfied. 
Amendment put and passed. 
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I move -  

Page 13, line 6 - To insert after “suspending” the words “the enforcement of”. 

Amendment put and passed. 
Hon PETER FOSS:  I move -  

Page 13, lines 13 to 17 - To delete the lines. 
This amendment allows the same standard to apply for all judgments.  My reason for moving it is that I think 
that subclause (3) is quite unjust.  Let us take an example.  A judgment for $1 million may be made against a 
person who has a property worth $100 000.  A warrant may be lodged against his land so that he must sell it, 
because at least the creditor will get $100 000 and he will owe the creditor $900 000.  The debtor can apply to 
have the execution of that monetary judgment suspended because he cannot pay the judgment debt.  We know he 
cannot pay the judgment debt because all he has is one-tenth of it.  Why should the creditor be deprived of his 
one-tenth and the debtor get off scot-free simply because the debtor cannot pay the other nine-tenths?  I believe 
that is an extraordinary proposition.  If we were trying to stop some sort of order for weekly payments and things 
of that nature, we already have in those specific provisions for weekly payments, garnishee and so forth, which 
are specific provisions relating to the person’s means to pay.   
This provision would have an impact on writs of execution against land or any other property.  What it is 
virtually saying to a creditor is that, unless he can be paid in full, the debtor gets off scot-free because he can 
immediately apply to say that he cannot pay the judgment debt.  In fact, what it says is that if the debtor owes 
enough and can show that he does not have the means to pay the judgment debt, he can get off scot-free 
immediately.  What does that do to the poor old creditors?  I believe that there are enough protections written 
into provisions for weekly payments or garnishees and all the other things against them.  People can always go 
back and deal with them, but this will say to a person who is trying to get a money debt from somebody who 
does not have the full amount that he cannot have any.   

I will take again the case of Alan Bond.  A judgment was made against Alan Bond for $1.5 billion.  Nobody 
expected Bondy to have $1.5 billion but people thought they might catch up on some of it.  Under this provision, 
he could instantly apply and say that he does not have $1.5 billion but has $1.4 billion.  He might say that he has 
spent the other $100 million.  In that case, we would say that it is all right and he can keep it because he does not 
have the means to satisfy the judgment debt.  He would say that he could not pay it.  We would say that that is all 
right and that he can keep the $1.4 billion because he does not have enough money to pay the debt.  Poor man!  
Why should we force him to cough up the $1.4 billion when he would be left with nothing and still be in debt?  I 
do not think that is a very fair way of doing things.  Therefore, I am suggesting that if we delete the words “in 
respect of any other case” in subclause (4), the court may only make such an order if there are special 
circumstances for justifying doing so.  That is what it should be.  If we do not do that, we will work the most 
unbelievable wrong on creditors.  The fact we are not suspending their judgment is good; we are merely 
suspending the execution, but I do not see why we should suspend the execution.  With many of these things it is 
a bit of a rush between the creditor catching the assets and the debtor busily getting rid of them.  This provision 
seems to say that if he can get rid of them fast enough, he has only to get rid of more than he owes and he can 
immediately apply to suspend the enforcement of the debt. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  May I interject?  I am persuaded. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  I will not say any more. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  I am not trying to put a stay on you or suspend debate. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  I know when I have won the money.  I will not continue. 

Amendment put and passed. 
Hon PETER FOSS:  I move -  

Page 13, line 18 - To delete “in respect of any other case” 
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This amendment was consequential on the last amendment being carried, which was to allow this to be a general 
application.   

Amendment put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed.  

Clause 16:  Suspension order, effect of -  
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I move -  

Page 14, line 12 - To insert before “the judgment” - 

the enforcement of 

When debating clause 15, I made reference to what was proposed in clause 16.  This amendment will make 
clause 16 consistent with clause 15.  I think we have had the debate.   

Amendment put and passed. 
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I move -  

Page 14, line 12 - To delete “ceases to have effect” and insert instead “is suspended”.  

Hon PETER FOSS:  I think that is okay.  I would have thought that we would not need proposed subclause 2(a) 
if proposed subclause (3) is inserted.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  The honourable member might be right.  However, the matter has been given 
considerable further reflection.  I would not like to move on the run.  Taken as a whole, the amendments that I 
am proposing to clause 16 deal with the matter that needed to be dealt with, as I think the honourable member 
conceded.  It will be safe to leave things as they are and, if the committee is so minded, to continue to vote for 
these amendments.   

Amendment put and passed. 
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I move -  

Page 14, after line 16 - To insert - 

(3) To the extent that a suspension order suspends the enforcement of a judgment, the 
order is to be taken for all purposes to be a stay of the execution of the judgment to 
that extent. 

Amendment put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clauses 17 to 21 put and passed.   

Clause 22:  Only one enforcement order at a time allowed in some cases -  
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I move -  

Page 16, line 27 to page 17, line 2 - To delete the lines and insert instead - 

22. More than one enforcement order, applications for 
(1) If an enforcement order is in effect against a judgment debtor in respect of a 

monetary judgment, the judgment creditor may apply for one or more 
additional enforcement orders against the debtor in respect of the judgment. 

(2) On such an application, a court must not make an additional enforcement 
order against the judgment debtor in respect of the monetary judgment 
unless it is satisfied that the additional order - 

(a) will not impose unreasonable obligations on the judgment debtor 
having regard to the judgment debtor’s means to satisfy the 
judgment; and 

(b) is justified having regard to the one or more enforcement orders 
already in effect. 

As it is currently worded, clause 22 was the subject of comment by Hon Peter Foss.  I addressed that comment in 
my second reading response.  The amendment that is before the Committee of the Whole is designed to deal with 
the issue raised; namely, that there should be a capacity for more than one enforcement order.   

Amendment put and passed. 
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Clause, as amended, put and passed.  

Clauses 23 to 34 put and passed.  

Clause 35:  Earnings appropriation order -  
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I move -  

Page 24, lines 20 and 21 - To delete the lines. 

It is a case of snap.  This amendment seeks to deal with the issue of not having an earnings appropriation order 
not exceed 10 per cent, as was discussed in the second reading debate.  The Government listened and has 
responded.  I note that Hon Peter Foss has the same amendment lined up in case the Government did not move 
its own amendment.  Again, it is frankly a matter of the Legislative Council doing its job.   

Amendment put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clauses 36 to 105 put and passed.  

Clause 106:  Interpretation - 
Hon PETER FOSS:  The amendment in my name will be moved to try to address the concerns of Hon Barry 
House while recognising that there probably is not a justification in the normal course of business for bailiffs to 
be treated differently from any other private business.  I am sure there are many officers of the court who would 
like indemnity.  For instance, lawyers would be very keen to have indemnity.  They pay a hideous amount for 
insurance and they are officers of the court.  It would be very nice if they had indemnity.  Barristers used to be 
free from the possibility of being sued.  However, that disappeared with the passage of time and it is now 
possible to sue barristers.  There is no justification for treating bailiffs differently from everyone else by making 
them not liable if they act beyond the strict letter of their authority.   

The minister’s proposed amendment states to some extent what is the law in any event.  There is no doubt that a 
bailiff is protected while he is acting under the authority of a warrant and doing what the warrant tells him he is 
entitled to do, because he is carrying out the requirements of the court.  The problem arises when a bailiff strays 
from carrying out the requirements of the court and does something that is not authorised by the court.  The 
question then is whether he should be liable for that or be given an indemnity.  The only justification I have 
heard so far for why bailiffs should be given an indemnity is that on occasions people are not prepared to carry 
out the job of bailiff because it just is not commercially viable.  In many places in the State of Western Australia 
in particular it is not commercially viable to carry out the job of bailiff, because although the bailiffs get their 
fees, they also have to put up with all the other trappings of the job.  People just are not willing to do it.  In those 
circumstances, a public interest argument would justify giving them an indemnity, because they are truly 
operating purely because the court needs to have someone to carry out its processes and there is no alternative.   

As Hon Giz Watson pointed out, if we were to give just police officers and public servants an indemnity it would 
be anti-competitive, because we would be giving them an opportunity to carry on a nice little business in which 
they would have a huge commercial advantage over civilian bailiffs.  That would be wrong.  I see no reason that 
police officers and public servants should be indemnified in those areas in which they are carrying on a nice little 
business.  There is no doubt that some police officers employ a number of employees.  Those police officers 
happen to act as the local bailiff.  It is a nice little earner.  They are the bailiffs, and they employ all these sub-
bailiffs to do the work and they get all of the fees from it.  I see no reason that there should be a blanket 
protection for police officers and public servants around the State.  However, a protection should be provided in 
those parts of the State in which it is difficult to get a person to do the job of bailiff, because if there is no bailiff 
there will not be anyone to execute the processes of the court and the whole process will grind to a halt.  
However, I see no reason for making a distinction between police officers and public servants, and others.   

Therefore, I am proposing, as an alternative to the minister’s amendment, that we delete the definitions of 
“police officer” and “public servant”, because they cease to be relevant, and substitute the following definition -  

“declared areas” means those areas of the State outside the Metropolitan Area of Perth -  

I do not think there is any justification for doing it within Perth - 

as defined in the Metropolitan Region and Town Planning Scheme Act 1959, which from time to time 
the Governor to -  

The word “to” should not be there -  

has proclaimed to be areas of the State where it will not be practicable to appoint a bailiff unless an 
indemnity in terms of Section 111 is granted.   
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When we then take into account the proposed amendment to clause 111, which is to delete the words “who is a 
public servant or a police officer”, the indemnity will apply only to a bailiff, or an assistant bailiff, within the 
declared areas.  Therefore, if a place is a declared area, people will get an indemnity whether they be civilian 
bailiffs, police officers or public servants.  It may be that a bailiff will decide it is worth competing with police 
officers and public servants.  However, if a place is not a declared area, police officers and public servants will 
not get a free ride.  The current proposal is that police officers will get a free ride.  They are already doing pretty 
nicely, because most of them also have another office for their multiple employees, if that is the type of bailiff 
that they are.  There is no reason that they should get free insurance.  My proposed amendment will meet the 
requirements of national competition policy but at the same time not create a disparity between police officers 
and civilian bailiffs who operate in the same area by giving some an indemnity and others not, the net result 
being that we do a massive injustice to civilian bailiffs.  I do not support the amendment proposed by Hon Barry 
House, because to give everyone an indemnity is going over the top.  It is not appropriate that everyone be given 
an indemnity.  Far too many people have been exempted from liability for not carrying out their job properly.  I 
support proposed new clause 116.  It will not achieve a great deal, but it will not do a great deal of harm either.  
It will certainly provide one further protection.  I move -  

Page 76, lines 5 to 8 - To delete the lines and insert instead -  

“declared areas” means those areas of the State outside the Metropolitan Area of Perth as 
defined in the Metropolitan Region and Town Planning Scheme Act 1959, which from 
time to time the Governor has proclaimed to be areas of the State where it will not be 
practicable to appoint a bailiff unless an indemnity in terms of Section 111 is granted.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Hon Peter Foss has proposed the first solution to the matter that occupied in part the 
observations of Hon Barry House and Hon Giz Watson, and also Hon Peter Foss, during the second reading 
debate.  I do not want to stray too much from what is on the supplementary notice paper, but I note that Hon 
Peter Foss made reference to the Government’s proposed solution.  I mention in passing that proposed new 
clause 116 is something that the civilian bailiffs want, because it will give them comfort, and I note that Hon 
Peter Foss has voiced his support for that.  Having listened to the debate and having noted the alternatives, what 
the Government proposes to do with respect to these issues - I trust my observations will expedite the debate and 
narrow it to the extent that may be required - is to vote for what is proposed by Hon Peter Foss with respect to 
clauses 106 and 111.  I then propose to move new clause 116.  I note in passing also that part of Hon Barry 
House’s proposed amendment to clause 111 is actually taken up by what Hon Peter Foss has proposed in his 
amendment.  Therefore, as the Government will be voting for Hon Peter Foss’s amendment on that issue, that 
will overtake that aspect of what Hon Barry House is proposing.  I foreshadow that Hon Barry House’s 
amendment No 4/109 will be opposed if it is moved. 

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  I think I am persuaded that the concerns of the bailiff at Bunbury and the bailiffs who 
operate out of Albany, Geraldton and Kalgoorlie will be addressed by this amendment.  However, there are other 
bailiffs.  I know that some work takes them to the back blocks of Nannup to exercise a warrant or something of 
that nature, and the viability of such actions is very doubtful.  This amendment will certainly help that situation.  
I can understand that it will put them on a level playing field with other officers exercising warrants.  On that 
point, I am placated.  However, in solving one anomaly, are we not setting up another one - a territorial one?  
Bailiffs located in Rockingham, Fremantle, the northern suburbs, Midland and Maddington in the metropolitan 
area do not come under this provision. 

Hon Peter Foss:  Nor will the police. 

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  True; I can understand that.  How will an area like Mandurah be serviced?  It is outside 
the metropolitan town planning scheme, but for all intents and purposes - 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  It’s a country area. 

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  I will not agree with the minister in terms of electoral areas. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  It’s a country area.  

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  It is an urban area. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  Notwithstanding our electoral law, it is an urban area. 

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  Most of the concerns faced by bailiffs who have addressed their concerns to me would 
be addressed by this amendment.  However, that query remains: are we setting up a territorial anomaly in 
overcoming this anomaly?  

Hon PETER FOSS:  Perhaps I should answer. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  I think you should!  
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Hon PETER FOSS:  I may not have appropriately explained this matter.  The indemnity will apply only to 
declared areas.  An indemnity will apply nowhere in the State until such time as the Governor declares such an 
area.  I suspect that he will declare only when it has been found to be an impossible task, through experience, to 
get anyone to execute a process.  It will probably comprise 90 per cent of the State.  I suspect that 90 per cent of 
the State other than major provisional areas are not very economic.  I suspect that very few places of population, 
but large areas of land, will receive the indemnity.  That is what this State is about.  Every time we pass a law, it 
works brilliantly in populated areas and works atrociously everywhere else.  It is about time we started to write 
laws that took that fact into account.  I have done this before: when in government, I brought in laws that 
specifically made that distinction.  The Bail Act amendment applied a different requirement outside metropolitan 
areas where certain areas were declared.  Another such recommendation arose from the Legislation Committee.  
We must get real in this State and recognise that the laws we pass do not work very well outside the major 
population areas.  We set up wonderful processes.  We did it recently with the traffic provisions and the so-called 
hoon legislation -  

Hon Nick Griffiths:  The Road Traffic Amendment (Impounding and Confiscation of Vehicles) Bill.   

Hon PETER FOSS:  Amendment was made so that approval was needed from a high-level officer, except 
outside the metropolitan area.  It was understood that it was virtually impossible to get senior officers for such 
approval outside the metropolitan area.  We must get real about the fact that we have a huge State, and that most 
people are packed into small areas.  Things in such regional areas can be a little like they are in Perth.  However, 
these provisions just do not work for the majority of the State in terms of area.  This amendment recognises that 
situation.   

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  I am encouraged to hear a city-based member talk about positive discrimination.  In days 
of affirmative action and various actions to positively discriminate in favour of what are classed minority or 
disadvantaged groups, I have no problem at all with a little positive discrimination in favour of country areas.  
As Hon Peter Foss said, that might amount to 90 per cent of the geographic area of the State.   

Hon Peter Foss:  And 10 per cent of the people.   

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  I am convinced.   

Hon GIZ WATSON:  I seek to clarify what this amendment will mean.  Will it mean that no-one will get 
indemnity within the metropolitan area?  The Governor must declare other areas.  Is that an immediate process?  
I understand the process, but would it happen immediately or would some sort of test apply?  Would it be 
decided that we are not achieving summonses in certain areas, so the area would be declared because nothing is 
happening out there?  I want to understand the practicalities.  I understand the principle.  What will it look like 
once enacted?   

Hon PETER FOSS:  I will not tell the Government what to do, but I notice that it has the ability to proclaim this 
Act.  Many things must be put in place before the legislation can be proclaimed.  Therefore, ample opportunity 
should exist to have a go so that the requirements in this amendment come into operation at the same time as the 
Act.  Places in which a bailiff cannot operate are fairly obvious.  I imagine the Government would have the 
chance to have a fairly good go at getting it right from the start.  I am sure the minister will tell the Chamber how 
it will apply.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Hon Peter Foss is correct: a degree of work needs to be done.  It will depend on 
economic feasibility.  I envisage that if the proposed amendments are acceptable to Parliament, the appropriate 
declarations will be made shortly after the Act is proclaimed. 

Hon GIZ WATSON:  Is this likely to run foul of national competition policy? 

Hon Peter Foss:  No. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  No. 

Hon GIZ WATSON:  Why not?  

Hon PETER FOSS:  I will answer. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  If the member wants to. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  As the minister who was responsible for it -   

Hon Nick Griffiths:  Is that national competition policy?  

Hon PETER FOSS:  I was the minister advising the Premier on that matter, and I am proud of it despite what 
everybody else might say; it is a pity it got out of the hands of Fair Trading and into the hands of Treasury.  The 
point is that competition policy is about public necessity, and the same argument is used to justify the current 
amendment.  Without this provision, the State could not provide necessary court enforcement in some parts of 
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State.  This amendment is better than the previous amendment, which, as was pointed out, ran the risk of running 
foul of competition policy because it had no in-built test of necessity.  Also, it gave an unfair advantage to police 
and public servants over civilian bailiffs.  This amendment will align the matter with competition policy because 
it will confine the application of this measure to necessity as declared in the Act.  It also makes no distinction 
between bailiffs who are police officers and those who are not.  Therefore, it complies much more closely with 
national competition policy than was the case with the previous amendment.   

Amendment put and passed.  

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 
Hon BARRY HOUSE:  The amendment I had foreshadowed on the supplementary notice paper has been 
resolved by the previous debate and I will not be moving that amendment. 

Clauses 107 to 110 put and passed. 

Clause 111:  Protection from liability - 
Hon PETER FOSS:  I move - 

Page 79, lines 1 and 2 - To delete “, who is a public servant or a police officer” and insert instead 
“within the declared areas”. 

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  That amendment takes care of the amendment I moved, plus it acknowledges the 
previous amendment adopted by the committee.  I am very pleased with it. 

Amendment put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clauses 112 to 120 put and passed. 

New clause 116 - 
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I move - 

Page 81, after line 1 - To insert the following new clause - 

116. Protection of person acting under sealed court order 
In any civil action against a person in respect of any act done under an order issued 
under this Act, a copy of the order sealed with a court seal is proof of the authority of 
the court to issue the order. 

We have already had the debate on this clause. 

New clause put and passed. 

Schedule 1 put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 

Bill reported, with amendments. 
Leave granted to proceed forthwith through remaining stages. 

Report 

Report of Committee adopted. 

Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Nick Griffiths (Minister for Housing and Works), and returned to the 
Assembly with amendments. 
 


